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The Spider Club News 
Edited by Astri Leroy 

 

  
September 2019 – VOLUME 35 No.3 

“The Spider Club provides a fun, responsible, social learning experience, 

centered on spiders, their relatives and on nature in general.” 

 

 
What an amazing shot of  Mystaria lata by Andrew Taylor. 

A case of Jackie the Giant Killer? 
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Don’t forget to consult the SCSA diary at the end of this newsletter, on our 
website and Facebook page for super events coming up soon. If you are a 
registered SCSA member you will receive emails and/or texts advising you of 
what’s coming up. As usual, Norman Larsen will be in attendance at the Cape 
Union Mart Adventure Centre in Cape Town’s Canal Walk every Saturday 
from 11-12 to demonstrate and talk about spiders and he has a talk at Groote 
Schuur High School on14th November
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About the Spider Club 
 

The Spider Club of Southern Africa is a non-profit organisation.  Our aim is to encourage an interest 
in arachnids – especially spiders and scorpions - and to promote this interest and the study of these 
animals by all suitable means.  
 
Membership is open to anyone – people interested in joining the club may apply to any committee 
member for information. 
 
Field outings, day visits, arachnid surveys and demonstrations, workshops and exhibits are arranged 
from time to time.  A diary of events and outings is published at the end of this newsletter. 
 

Contact Us  

WEBSITE: http://www.spiderclub.co.za   EMAIL ADDRESS: info@spiderclub.co.za 

 

 

…. At the Spider Club of Southern 
Africa page 

 

Your committee : always available and ready to help  
 
Luisa Bozzonetti  082 445 8000  luisab30@gmail.com 

Miemmie Byrch   082 772 3928  miemmie.byrch@gmail.com 

Jackie Collier   084 311 4849  jacky.collier@vodamail.co.za 
Colleen Damon (membership) 081 565 7646  collhdamon@gmail.com 
Joan Faiola (newsletter)  082 565 6025  joanf@wol.co.za 
Astri Leroy (chairman)  073 168 7187  astri@spiderclub.co.za 
Craig Main   082 323 4670  craig@themains.net 
Margie Main (education) 082 851 6243  margie@themains.net 
JP Schutte (webmaster)  076 926 1121  j-p@cogit.co.za 
Laylaa Suliman   073 911 3683  laylaa.suliman@gmail.com 
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FROM THE HUB        Chairman’s notes. 

 
You will note I am again both Chairman and Editor as our wonderful editor since 2008, Joan Faiola is 
really not well and unable to produce The Spider Club News.  She has consistently sourced 
interesting and relevant content and her style has suited both rank amateurs and those who have 
extensive knowledge of arachnids in general and spiders in particular.  We wish you all the best and 
a speedy recovery. 
 
This brings me to the great question:  WHO is willing to step into her shoes and edit The Spider Club 

News from now on.  I simply do not have the time to do it on my own.  Any volunteers out there?  
If so please contact me on astri@spiderclub.co.za  
 
I feel we (I) need to apologise again to the Spider Club membership.   It may appear that nothing 
much is happening.  So take note there are LOTS of events on the horizon, so please check your diary 
at the end of this newsletter so that you can save the dates and come to some of your club’s events.  
Unfortunately we had to postpone the Identification and Sorting Session in Kloofendal on Sunday 
the 15th September because all of Roodepoort (including Kloofendal) will be without electricity for 
most of the day.  In addition it is the weekend of the Bird Fair at the Walter Sisulu National Botanical 
Garden which may siphon off a lot of folk who are interested in the outdoors and our non-
mammalian wildlife.  We will definitely reschedule this workshop and let you know.  
 
If anyone (in Gauteng) finds a rain spider please, please keep it and one of the 
committee will come and fetch it to use at upcoming events when we will be 
showcasing our club and educating the public about spiders.  Rain spiders are the 
best ambassadors.   

 
Cecile Roux is always out and about in her beloved Renosterveld, another place  we would love to 
visit for a field trip, and was blown away by the hundreds of dew-decked webs on the road verges. 
Have a look at her lovely photo on page 5. 
 
Wynand Uys is a regular contributor to iNaturalist, the enormous world-wide virtual museum and 
you will see why when you read his contribution on page 6. If you have never visited iNaturalist, I 
urge you to do so. It opens your eyes to so many fascinating organisms from around the world and 
the folk to see photograph and report on them.  
 
Rudi Steenkamp aka Hrodulf Steinkampf has compiled an illustrated and very helpful checklist which 
you can download from our Facebook page.  You will find a couple of sample pages on page 8 to 
whet your appetite. 
 
Oh and here’s something interesting – several scientists have come to the conclusion that eunuchs 
are better fighters.  Guys, once again be thankful you are humans and not spiders.  See page 10 
 
On page 11 I have taken some notes from the SANSA newsletter you will note we have one LESS 
spider family now and an explanation for us to understand the name changes.  Of course the 
nephilines will probably forever be shunted around, just be patient and one day they may all have 
barcodes on their bums and we will have bar code readers.   Where’s the fun in that? 
Ed. 

mailto:astri@spiderclub.co.za
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Lastly we have our photo gallery, and gaze in awe at the photos taken by these amazing 
photographers.   It seems to me that some of the most interesting spiders are found in the province 
of KwaZulu Natal, so it behoves us to arrange a spider event there sooner rather than later. 

 

 

 

Cecile Roux spotted these webs on a road verge, read her comments below 

I made a quick stop to take pictures of these stunning Lachenalias and daisies, with spider webs as far as 
the eye could see, decorated by the early morning fog - all on a road verge. While most people stop to 
take pictures of waving green wheat fields and swoon about large expanses of bright yellow canola, my 
eyes stay on the road verges. As lovely as the canola is, I struggle to find the beauty in monoculture and 
the destruction it causes. I believe road verges are important when it comes to conservation, especially in 
areas where the indigenous vegetation is under such a huge threat, like our precious critically 
endangered Renosterveld. Only remnants of this rich vegetation type remain, and along with the plants, 
the small life are also under threat - insects, spiders, rodents, reptiles, birds. Many of them find refuge in 
the remaining indigenous vegetation on road verges, which are also under threat. It is so upsetting to 
often see road verges being sprayed with poison, changing it into dead brown zones. And I can 
understand verges being mowed if the vegetation causes traffic hazards, but for aesthetic reasons? Why 
is short mown vegetation prettier than beautiful indigenous bulbs and plants? 

I couldn’t agree more! Ed. 
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COMMUNITY NEST SPIDERS/AFRICAN SOCIAL SPIDERS BY WYNAND UYS 

 
Female Stegodyphus dumicola showing triangular face markings: Photo John Leroy 

Some while ago I took detailed photographs of females from the same colony and by the morphometrics given 
by Kraus & Kraus (1989) I concluded with some certainty that these were Stegodyphus dumicola. When posting 
this observation I didn't consult my original notes, thinking I could rely on memory. I thought wrong.  
 
Of the six known species of Stegodyphus in South Africa, only two make community nests, S. dumicola and S. 
mimosarum. Their appearance and habits are similar, but it seems that S. dumicola is more widely distributed 
and also more common.  S. mimosarum seems to be absent from The Cape and Namibia, but I won't be 
surprised if they can be found there too. 

               
Stegodyphus dumicola: Photos Wynand Uys 

 
COLOUR AND MARKINGS:                                         
By all accounts, both species are variable in colour, even within a community. I tried to distil some guidelines 
from the available literature and images with regard to colour and patterns: Generally, it seems that S. 
dumicola females are light in appearance (the image in ADS 0214 p 89 is likely a male), their carapace, dorsum 
and legs I - III densely clothed in light setae. Legs IV usually have a darker, annulated appearance. Usually they 
have a clearly delineated (in white/cream colour) triangular facial pattern enclosing the two pairs of median 
eyes with the lower corners of the triangle at the anterior lateral eye tubercles. The interior of the triangle is 
usually brown-orange. S. dumicola males are darker with bolder markings and a dark face, but not always.  
Some colonies of S. mimosarum seem to be somewhat darker in general appearance than S. dumicola and the 
dorsum has clearer longitudinal bands. Others are more brightly coloured and most references describe a 
transverse band over the chelicera. The females also have a triangular facial pattern, but I get the impression 
that it is not as clearly delineated. The males of S. mimosarum are distinct from the females with their bold, 
dark pattern and rings of long, black setae on front legs.   Still confused? So am I. 

  
 
 
      
 
Male Stegodyphus mimosarum photograph:  Arthur Harmsworth 

 
 
 
 

 
 
MORPHOMETRICS: (Measurements) 
Thankfully the 1989 genus revision by Kraus and Kraus contains some useful morphometrics that don't require 
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dissection and a microscope. Close-up photos will do.  
Kraus & Kraus (1989) recognised 15 of the 38 species worldwide as valid and added two more making 17 
species of Stegodyphus. Of these, only three live socially. They placed the 17 species into three species-groups, 
based primarily on features of the male and female genitalia, stopping short of splitting the genus into three 
genera, having decided it was needless. Interestingly, each of the three species-groups includes exactly one 
social living species, suggesting that social living in Stegodyphus has been acquired independently multiple 
times. The Kraus & Kraus (1989) keys to species that use general morphometric relationships only operate 
within each of the three groups they created so, alas, they don't help a layman like me, who does not dissect 
spider genitalia under a microscope, to separate S. dumicola from S. mimosarum. Yet, we can distil the 
important measurements and ratios from the many tables in that monograph and draw up the following 
comparison:  
 
Considering females only: 
 
S. dumicola 
Foreleg somewhat more than twice the length of the prosoma (carapace). 
Anterior Median Eyes and Posterior Median Eyes almost equal in size (The quad of forward looking eyes) 
Females around 12mm body length.  
Facial triangle crisply outlined in white/cream (but varies) 
Legs I - III densely clothed in light coloured setae. Only Legs IV appear darker (blotches and annuli) 
 
S. mimosarum 
Foreleg only about twice the length of the prosoma. 
AME somewhat smaller (only about 70% diameter) of PME 
Females usually smaller than 12mm,  
Facial triangle often not clearly defined 
All legs may be darker, with blotches and annuli. 
Dorsum may have longitudinal bands. 
 
Reference: 
Kraus, O. & Kraus, M. 1989. The genus Stegodyphus (Arachnida, Araneae). Sibling species, species groups, and 
parallel origin of social living. Verhandlungen des Naturwissenschaftlichen Vereins in Hamburg 30: 151-254 
Link:  
Further reading: 
Miller et. al. 2012. The velvet spiders: an atlas of the Eresidae (Arachnida, Araneae). ZooKeys 195: 1-144 
Link: https://doi.org/10.3897/zookeys.195.2342 
 

 
 

       
 
 
Most of you know Hrodulf Steinkampf from various spider and other Facebook pages.  As a non-
specialist he has built up an amazing knowledge of spiders and is all for making it fun and easier for 
other non-specialists to identify spiders for themselves. To that end he has produced a checklist of 
common spiders which must be an absolute boon to beginners trying to get a handle on our vast 
spider fauna.  I would have liked to reproduce the whole checklist here but there would have been 
no room for anything else, so here are a couple of sample page to whet your appetite.  For the 
complete checklist please contact Rudi direct rudisteenkamp@yahoo.co.uk or download it from our 
Facebook page. You will find it in “Files” on the left.  

 
 

https://doi.org/10.3897/zookeys.195.2342
mailto:rudisteenkamp@yahoo.co.uk
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SPIDER CHECKLIST 
f.= family; g. = genus; s = species   

 = Bucket List 

*Only most common spiders listed* 

GROUND DWELLERS 

COMMON NAME PHOTO SCIENTIFIC NAME X 

BURROWING & ANT-EATING 

SPIDERS 

Date:       

Location:        
Andréa Myburgh 

f. Zodariidae 

 

  

 

 

 

DARK SAC SPIDER 

Date:       

Location:       

 
Rudolph Steenkamp 

f. Corinnidae 

 

  

 

 

 

FLAT-BELLIED GROUND SPIDER 

Date:       

Location:       
 

Rudolph Steenkamp 

f. Gnaphosidae 

 

  

 

 

 

FLATTIE / WALL SPIDER 

Date:       

Location:       
 

Nicky Bay 

g. Anyphops, Selenops; f. Selenopidae 

 

  

 

 

 

GOBLIN SPIDER 

Date:       

Location:       

 
Rudolph Steenkamp 

f. Oonopidae 

 

  

 

 

 

GROUND CRAB SPIDER 

Date:       

Location:       
 

Rudolph Steenkamp 

g. Xysticus, f. Thomisidae 

 

  

 

 

 

GROUND SAC SPIDER 

Date:       

Location:       

 
Rudolph Steenkamp 

 

f. Trachelidae 

 

  

 

 

 

GROUND SPIDER 

Date:       

Location:       

 
Johan Heyns 

 

f. Zoropsidae 
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COMMON NAME PHOTO SCIENTIFIC NAME X 

ORANGE LUNGLESS SPIDER 

Date:       

Location:       
 

Nicolette Josling 

g. Caponia, Diploglena; f. Caponiidae 

 

  

 

 

 

PALP-FOOTED SPIDER 

Date:       

Location:       
 

Nicky Bay 

g. Diaphorocellus, Palpimanus;  

f. Palpimanidae 

 

  

 

 

 

SIX-EYED SAND SPIDER 

Date:       

Location:       
 

Sam Jacobsz 

g. Hexophthalma; f. Sicariidae 

 

  

 

 

 

SPITTING SPIDER 

Date:       

Location:       
 

Rudolph Steenkamp 

g. Scytodes; f. Scytodidae 

 

  

 

 

 

STONE HUNTSMAN 

Date:       

Location:       

 
Riaan van Niekerk 

g. Eusparassus; f. Sparassidae 

 

  

 

 

 

TERMITE FEEDER 

Date:       

Location:       

 
Rudolph Steenkamp 

g. Ammoxenus, Rastellus  f. 

Ammoxenidae 

 

  

 

 

 

TROPICAL WOLF SPIDER  

Date:       

Location:       

 
Nicky Bay 

f. Ctenidae 

 

  

 

 

 

VIOLIN SPIDER 

Date:       

Location:       

 
Rudolph Steenkamp 

g. Loxosceles; f. Sicariidae 

 

  

 

 

 

WOLF SPIDER 

Date:       

Location:       

 
Rudolph Steenkamp 

f. Lycosidae 

 

  

 

 

 

WOODLOUSE SPIDER 

Date:       

Location:       

 
Johan Heyns 

s. Dysdera crocata; f. Dysderidae 
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BOOK REVIEW 
SPIDER BEHAVIOUR, FLEXIBILITY AND VERSATILITY 
Edited by Marie Elizabeth Herberstein 
Reviewed by Tone Killick.  Soft cover via Amazon.uk £43.20 which is around R850.00 plus shipping 
 

Marie Elizabeth Herberstein and a team of world renowned 
arachnologists and behavioural researchers, such as Trine Bilde, Robert 
R. Jackson and Yael Lubin have created a ground breaking work with 
Spider Behaviour Flexibility and Versatility.  Much study has been done 
on spider behaviour but even in this day and age we are barely lifting 
the veil on their private and mysterious lives.   Herberstein’s book 
attempts to redress the balance.  Each chapter outlines specific spider 
behaviour from courtship, communication to foraging and social living, 
with Herberstein’s conclusions regarding further research.  Chapters are 
also backed up with a wealth of up to date references for further 
reading.  This book has pride of place on my bedside table and is rarely 
put down.  It is a remarkable book which will be invaluable for those 
specializing in spider behaviour. Although I’m, very far from academic I 

find the book extremely easy to digest and would recommend it to all who want to delve into the 
fascinating world of spider behaviour. 
 

Eunuchs are better fighters 
Genital amputation, that is, genital damage or loss, seems maladaptive because it renders the 
amputee functionally sterile, but is nevertheless common in sexually dimorphic spiders. In these 
species, male genital amputation correlates with plugging of female genitals and with sexual 
cannibalism. Genital amputation in male spiders may be partial or full; the latter is known as the 
eunuch phenomenon. We tested two adaptive hypotheses about eunuch behaviour in an orb web 

spider, Nephilengys malabarensis: (1) the plugging hypothesis (i.e. broken male 
genitals (palps) effectively plug the female genitals) and (2) the better fighter 
hypothesis (i.e. eunuch males are better fighters than their intact rivals).  
 
By staging mating trials, we documented genital amputation (occurrence and 
frequency), sexual cannibalism and genital organ reuse, morphologically examined 
plugs to infer their effectiveness, and conducted a series of male/male contests to 
determine whether eunuch males were better fighters. Copulations always 
resulted in amputation of the palps: 87.5% of males became eunuchs directly 
during copulation and plugged females, while 12.5% of males first partially 

damaged the palps and then severed them after copulation. Sexual cannibalism and plugging 
effectiveness both reached 75%. Eunuchs guarded females, were highly aggressive and active, and 
initiated and won contests more often, whereas intact males and half-eunuchs showed significantly 
lower levels of guarding behaviour, aggression and general activity. Thus, both hypotheses are 
supported and we conclude that the eunuch phenomenon is adaptive. 
 

Ref:  Kralj-Fi  S,  Gregori  M,  Zhang S,   Li D, Kuntner M..  Animal Behaviour 81 (2011) 933e939 
 
So for male hermit spiders, in this study Nephilengys malabarensis, there is no need to go on steroids 
to become an aggressive and active protector of your lady, just lose those useless genitals when they 
have done their job. Obviously those harem-masters knew a thing or two.   Ed.  
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For those of you who do not receive the SANSA newsletter, here are some excerpts to note, 
for some it might be old news, apologies if it is.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

ANOTHER FAMILY BITES THE DUST - PRODIDOMIDAE NOW A SUBFAMILY,  
WITH NEW INFORMATION ON THE GNAPHOSIDAE  
 
Gnaphosidae are a very diverse spider family with remarkable spinning organ morphology. Although the family 
has received intense taxonomic attention in recent years, its intergeneric relationships remain obscure. In a 
recent publication (Azevedo et al. 2018), a phylogenetic analysis of Gnaphosidae genera was performed to 
untangle the evolutionary history of the family. A matrix of 324 morphological characters, scored for 71 
gnaphosid genera and 29 outgroup taxa, was analysed through parsimony and Bayesian phylogenetic 
inference. Gnaphosidae are not recovered as a monophyletic group, neither were most of the previously 
proposed intra-familiar groupings.  
Gnaphosidae s.s. are defined as spiders with enlarged piriform gland spigots, longer and wider than the major 
ampullate gland spigots. Within Gnaphosidae s.s., well-supported clades allow the redefinition, on the basis of 
quantitative phylogenetic evidence, of nine subfamilies. The following sub-families are known from South 
Africa:  

 Gnaphosinae Pocock, 1898: Gnaphosid spiders with a modified projection on the cheliceral retromargin, 
which could be a serrated keel or a rounded lamina.  

 Zelotinae Platnick, 1990: Gnaphosid spiders with a preening comb on metatarsi III and IV.  

 Drassodinae Simon, 1893: Gnaphosid spiders with notched trochanters on all legs, with pseudo-
segmentation on, at least, the ventro-apical part of leg IV in males, and with the base of the piriform gland 
spigots shorter.  

 Prodidominae Simon, 1884: Gnaphosid spiders with the incomplete distal article of the anterolateral 
spinnerets composed of patches of setae closely associated with the piriform gland spigots, which have 
their base longer than the shaft.  

 Leptodrassinae (newly proposed): Gnaphosid spiders that have posteriorly directed fertilization ducts and 
an accessory secondary median apophysis on the male palp that wraps a thin, filiform embolus 
(sometimes hidden in an unexpanded bulb).  

 
They found that the Anagraphidinae (type genus Anagraphis), Echeminae (Echemus) and Micariinae (Micaria) 
are monogeneric and do not perform a grouping function. Thus, they are not defined here, but are retained 
until additional studies allow better nomenclatural decisions regarding these groups.  
Other South African genera are not assigned to subfamily given their poorly supported and unstable relation-
ships: Diaphractus Purcell, 1907; Odontodrassus Jézéquel, 1965; Scotophaeus Simon, 1893 and Xerophaeus 
Purcell, 1907. 
 
REFERENCE  AZEVEDO, G.H.F, GRISWOLD, C.E. & SANTOS, A.J. 2018. Systematics and evolution of ground 
spiders revisited (Araneae, Dionycha, Gnaphosidae). Cladistics 34: 579-626. doi:10.1111/cla.12226  

 
There are more of us non-specialist spider folk than there are professional arachnologists, 
so if we can be the eyes and reporters about anything arachnologically strange or 
apparently not yet recorded we should do our best to help.  Hester Pentz’s find below is an 

The taxonomy of many spider families is not yet stable, and it is difficult to keep track with 
the frequent changes in spider classification and family composition. For example, as can be 
seen below, Prodidomidae is now considered to be a subfamily of Gnaphosidae. Aside from 
the numerous new species and synonyms, several generic and family changes have also 
been reported. If we look at Nephila, for example, it was placed in Araneidae by Wunderlich 
(2004), transferred from Tetragnathidae to an elevated Nephilidae by Kuntner (2006), and 
then transferred from Nephilidae to Araneidae by Dimitrov et al. (2017). The African species 
of Nephila were recently transferred to Trichonephila by Kuntner et al. (2019). The 
placement of the nepheline genera is there-fore very contentious, and subject to regular 
changes. 
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example. If you don’t know where to ask or whether it may be of interest or not, put it on 
our Facebook page and someone will pick it up. 

 
 
PLEASE WATCH OUT—STRANGE DICTYNIDAE REPORTED IN THE WESTERN 
CAPE  
 
Hester Pentz, the site manager of the Milnerton Racecourse at the Table Bay Nature Reserve, came 

across these mysterious spider nests on Leucadendron levisanus and Mauraltia satureioides. She 

opened some of the nests and discovered the presence of numerous small spiders. They were 

identified as a Dictynidae species by Charles Haddad and Ansie Dippenaar. Hester will send more 

specimens to be examined.  

 

 

 

 Anybody seeing these types of nests please contact either Charles or Ansie.   
dippenaara@arc.agric.za 
OR haddadcr@ufs.ac.za 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 

mailto:dippenaara@arc.agric.za
mailto:haddadcr@ufs.ac.za
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PHOTO GALLERY  
Ant-mimicking jumping spiders and another shot of Mystaria sp., a beetle crab spider 

                                   
Above: Bruce Blake’s photos of the orange ant mimicking jumping spider with a female on the left and a male on the 
right.  Below: Desiree Pelser’s photos of a male maybe Myrmarachne sp., (not sure which one) and a female 
Myrmarachne ichneumon showing their extraordinary likeness to the small, aggressive Tetraponera ants.  

 

                                 
 

 

Here is another photo by Andrew Taylor of a different species of  Mystaria,  this time dining on a wasp in the genus 
Ropalidia.  It’s amazing how these tiny crab  spiders have evolved to ambush their much larger hymenopteran prey by 
rappelling down from above and nailing them from the back of the head, so that they cannot retaliate.  

 

 

DIARY of The Spider Club of Southern Africa 
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 www.spiderclub.co.za  
 
Please note from now on we charge for attendance at field and certain other events: R50 per adult and R10 per child 11 

years and under with the option of paying R120 PER FAMILY for annual subscription.   Some venues will also 

require an entrance fee which must be paid by each individual.  For field trips we will supply vials, magnifiers, plastic pill 

bottles and some other basic collecting equipment but please bring your own if you have as well as any reference books, a 

picnic lunch, adequate water, a hat and good walking shoes.   Book on astri@spiderclub.co.za or sms 073 168-7187 or on 

our Facebook page  

 2019 

Sunday 13th October ALBERTS FARM NATURE RESERVE.  8 a.m. to 12 noon. Meet in the parking lot.  

Entrance to the reserve is on the corner of 6th Road West and 8th Street, Northcliffe    We will bring microscopes 

so if you would like to help identify the spiders collected, we will meet up at Marianne’s home nearby to sort and 

identify what we have collected. This is a continuation of the Snap Survey initiated on 10th March.  Bring your own lunch if 

you plan to stay on.   

Weekend 25th – 27th October GAUTENG OUTDOOR EXPO, at St Stithians College, Peter Place, Lyme 

Park Sandton.  We have a stand at this prestigious event which will give us really good exposure.  It’s an all 

weekend event and we will need all hands on deck.  If you have a few hours to spare that weekend to meet the 

public and tell them about spiders please contact Astri on cell 073-168-7187 or      astri@spiderclub.co.za  obviously as 

helpers you won’t have to pay the club’s R50 although there is probably an entrance fee for the Expo. 

Saturday 9th November, 9 am, to noon,   Spider walk with the residents of   MEYERSDAL ECO ESTATE, 

307 Hennie Alberts St, Meyersdal Nature Estate, Alberton.  I will give a very short presentation in the 

clubhouse before the walk. Spider Club members are welcome to join. 

Thursday 14th November, GROOTE SCHUUR HIGH SCHOOL 77 Palmyra Road, Newlands.  8 p.m.  Norman 

Larsen will talk about the mythological spider bite at the Cape Bird Club venue, Nassau Centre, Groote Schuur 

High School, Palmyra Road,   Cape Town.  Contact Norman on 083 6981943 or e-mail 

menneus1968ab@gmail.com 

 Saturday 30
th

 November 8 a.m. till whenever. RIETFONTEIN RIDGE NATURE RESERVE 

Holkham Road Paulshoff, Sandton.  Leaders Craig and Margie Main, contact craig@themains.net  or 

SMS Margie on 082 851-6243 

 

2020 
Saturday 8th February 2020, 8 a.m. till whenever MORELETAKLOOF NATURE RESERVE, 

Helios Street, Moreleta Park, Pretoria 
 

We have plans for next year to visit Kloofendal Nature Reserve in Roodepoort as well as a longer spider event in KZN   

 

Watch this space! 
Keep your eyes on your e-mail and our Facebook page as other events may be organized, sometimes 

at quite short notice.   We will attempt to give you fair warning.  And remember that Norman Larsen 

is at the Cape Union Mart Adventure Centre, Canal walk in Cape Town for the first three Saturdays 

and the last Sunday of the month between 11 a.m. and 12 noon to demonstrate and talk about 

SPIDERS! 

http://www.spiderclub.co.za/
mailto:astri@spiderclub.co.za
mailto:astri@spiderclub.co.za
mailto:menneus1968ab@gmail.com
mailto:craig@themains.net

